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ABSTRACT

Because of the continuing commitment to activity in low-Earth orbit (LEO), a facility is under development to produce

energetic atmospheric species, particularly atomic oxygen, with energies ranging from 5 to 80 eV. This relatively high flux

facili!y incorporates an ion engine tol_rOdu_e ._. corresponding specie ion which is charge exchanged to produce a neutral
atomnc beam. Ion fluxes of around 10 sec" with energies of 20-70 eV have been achieved. A geometrically augmented iner-

tially tethered charge exchanger (GAITCE) was designed to provide a large column depth of charge exchange gas while reduc-

ing the gas load to the low pressure portion of the atomic beam facility. This is accomplished using opposed containment jets

which act as collisional barriers to the escape of the dense gas region formed between the jets. Leak rate gains to the pumping

system on the order of 10 were achieved for moderate jet mass flows. This system provides an attractive means for the charge
exchange of atomic ions with a variety of gases to produce energetic atomic beams.

INTRODUCTION

Atomic oxygen is the predominant species in the low-Earth orbit (LEO) environment between 180 and 650 kilometers.

Oxygen atoms, primarily in the ground (_P) state, results from the photodissociation of molecular oxygen by solar ultraviolet
radiation. In the thermosphere (> 80km), it is present at nearly thermal energies (--0.01eV); however, the relative kinetic ener-

gies encountered during collisions with spacecraft in LEO is about 5 eV with fluxes in the range of 4 x 1014 to 2 x 1015 cm 2

sec -1 normal to the ram direction. Atomic oxygen is observed to be the major source of spacecraft material degradation and

glow. Spacecraft which operate in LEO must be designed to withstand the adverse effect of atomic oxygen on sensitive optical

instruments, solar arrays, and even structural components. Because of the observations of many satellite and Shuttle missions,

several ground based facilities capable of reproducing the LEO environment were developed (ref. 1,2,3). Ground based sys-
tems are more adaptable, cost efficient, and practical than dedicated satellite missions.

With this in mind, the Department of Aerospace Engineering at the University of Southern California in conjunction with

the United States Air Force's Phillips Laboratory has been developing a facility capable of producing a ground state, energetic
O atom beam with energies and fluxes similar to those encountered in LEO (ref. 4,5). Figure 1 shows the general schematic of

the energetic atomic beam facility at USC. Ion engine technology has been incorporated to produce a beam of energetic ions.

Because the engine can be run on several gases, simulation of any atmospheric specie can be achieved; however, atomic oxy-
gen is the specie of interest in this paper. The ions are accelerated to the desired energy range using elecllostatic grids produc-

ing a well-collimated beam which is energy selected using a Wien filter (ref. 6). The remaining atomic ions undergo a charge

exchange process in molecular hydrogen (large charge exchange cross section, small scattering angle per collision) in the reac-
tion

X++H2 --+ X+H2 +

to produce energetic atoms. In the USC facility, energies upwards of 80 eV with continuous fluxes estimated around 1015 sec q

should be achievable. This places this facility in an operational energy region which is much higher than other facilities, using

microwave discharges or laser discharges expanding through nozzles, whose energies may just reach 5 eV. Descriptions and
results of the major system components are the main focus of this paper.

This work is supported by the Air Force Phillips l._boratory (A. Ketsdever-Palnce Knight Program) and the University of Southern Califor-
nia.
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BACKGROUND

The USC atomic beam facility consists of three major components. The first is the ion engine which consists of the hollow
anode ring jet (HARJ) plasma source and a secondary discharge chamber. The second is the Wien energy filter which consists
of an electromagnet and two electrostatic plates. The Wien filter is capable of rejecting ions produced in the ion engine which
do not meet the experimental energy requirements. The Wien filter is described in detail in reference 6 and will not be dis-
cussed here. The final component is a geometrically augmented inertially tethered charge exchanger (GAITCE) which con-
rains the dense charge exchange gas. The subsequent sections discuss the ion engine and GAITCE in detail.

Hollow Anode Ring Jet (HARJ) Plasma Source

In order to obtain an energetic beam of neutral atoms by the method outlined earlier, it is first necessary to produce the cor-
responding ion which can then be accelerated to the desired energy. Ions are formed using a hollow anode electrical discharge
plasma source first investigated fifty years ago (ref. 7) for elecmm beam production in cathode ray tubes. Recently sources of
this type have been used for electron beam welding and material processing. The hollow anode plasma sour_ is contained
inside a high vacuum facility with molecular oxygen fed into its discharge chamber. Neutrals, ions and electrons all emerge
from the aperture in the anode with a relatively dense gas cloud formed in the vicinity of the anode aperture to accommodate a
higher degree of ionization and dissociation. To accomplish this, the concept of an inertially tethered gas cloud formed by a
ring jet (ref. 8) is used. A ring jet is a series of orifices or a continuous slot through which gas being supplied by a stagnation
chamber flows. The orifices or slot are arranged so that their axes are at an angle co to the normal of the plane defmed by the
ring. For the purposes of the hollow anode ring jet (HARD used here and shown on the left in Figure 2, the stagnation chamber
is the hollow anode discharge chamber.

The HARJ exploits the low pressure, high voltage glow discharge, i.e. discharges operated on the left side of the Paschen
curve. In a gas discharge of this naturewhen a potential is supplied to the cathode, electrons are emitted from the cathode mate-
rial based on that material's work function. Each electron that leaves the cathode is accelerated toward the anode ionizing the

gas in the discharge chamber on the way. Some of the positive ions produced drift towards the cathode and become sources of
more electrons by secondary emission due to ion bombardment. The region of interest in this work is that of the abnormal
glow with the Aston dark space, cathode glow, Crookes dark space, and the negative glow tilting up parts of the discharge
chamber. Electrons produced in the discharge have energies close to that corresponding to the cathode fall and are slowed both
inside and outside of the anode. Maximum electron beam energy is obtained when the cathode fall occupies the entire dis-
charge chamber; otherwise, the electrons are slowed in the negative glow region before exiting the chamber.

Typical pressures in the discharge chamber range from 1 to 150 _n Hg. At these pressures the discharge occurs for voltages
from 1 kV to 5 kV with currents ranging from 10 - 200 mA. This range of discharge characteristics is consistent for a variety of
gases such as 02, N 2, Ar, CO 2, Ne. The discharge voltage has an upper bound which is determined by the temperature the
hardware can withstand and by the wansition from a glow discharge to the undesired arc discharge. The input power, discharge
chamber pressure, and chamber geometry all must be considered when attempting to determine the degree of ionization. In the
schematic shown in Figure 2, the plasma is given a preferred direction by the ring jet angle ca= 45". The source has a stainless
steel cathode surrounded by ceramic insulators. The anode is made of aluminum and water cooled to reduce the I-LARJoperat-
ing temperature. The working gas is introduced into the discharge chamber through small radialy positioned orifices in the
anode cone.

The new generation HARJ has several interesting features. First, the source is omnivorous and can be operated with several
different discharge gases. Only the discharge pressure and input power need to be modified for optimum operating conditions.
Second, there appears to be no serious erosion of the cathode material due to high energy ion bombardment over several hours
of operation. Third, there are no problems starting the discharge. The discharge initiates spontaneously at low currents
(-10mA), and the current increases in a controlled manner as the voltage to the discharge is increased. Transition from a glow
discharge to an arc discharge is not observed for this source operating at up to 200 mA. Finally, the source is simple in design

and easy to operate.

Reactions in an Oxygen Discharge

In a discharge of the type mentioned earlier, several chemical processes are available to electron-molecule or electron-atom
collisions. Among these are
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02+ e -_ 02" + e (Excitation) (R-I)

02 + e _ OZ+ + e + e (Ionization) (R-2)

02++e _ O++O+e (R-2a)

02+e _ O++O+e+e (R-3)

_+e _ O+O+e (Dissociation) (R-4)

O+e --) O++e+e (R-4a)

O+ + e + M -, O + M (Recombination) (R-5)

02++e+M _ 02+M (R-6)

0++02 4-_ 0+02 + (R-7)

This set of reactions is by no means complete and is only meant to show some of the more important reactions taking place
within the discharge. Of particular importance are the ionization processes of reactions (R-2), (R-2a), (R-3), and (R-4a) and the
ion destruction processes of reactions (R-5) and (R-6). From the ionization cross sections given in reference 9, it is clear that
the (R-2) -> (R-2a) branch for the creation of atomic ions is preferred over the direct dissociative ionization of reaction (R-
3) for the range of electron energies from 50-300 eV. The ionization cross-section for reaction (R-4a) is approximately 1.5 x
10t6 cm2 for an incident electron energy of 100 eV (ref. 10). A consequence of the relatively high cross-sections for reactions
(R-2) and (R-h) is that the emerging beam will have a considerable part of its total current produced by molecular ions. The
relative portion of the total beam current produced by O+ ions can be reasonably approximated by the ratio of the cross-sec-
tions qi (R - 2) / {qi (R - 2) + qi (R - 3) } yielding about 35%.

Figure 3 shows the fraction of oxygen ions in an excited state (ref. 11) being produced by a gas discharge source similar to
the one used for this study. The vast majority of the ions produced in both cases are in the ground states for incident electron
energies less than 20 eV. However, this fraction of ions in an excited electronic stale rises to about 30% for electron energies
greater than 50 eV. The ionization reactions (R-3) can be further broken down by (ref. 12)

• (18.9 eV) + O2 (X3y__", v=0) _ O +('IS) + O (3p) + 2e (R-3a)

e (22.2 eV) + 02 (X3,_i" , v=0) _ O + (2D) + O (3p) + 2e (R-3b)

Reaction (R-3a) results in the formation of ground state ions by electrons which are 6.84 eV above the 12.06 eV ionization
potential. The energy difference between ground O+ (4S) and the first excited state O+ (2I)) is 3.32 eV. Thus, the minimum

electron energy required to produce excited O+ (2D) ions in reaction (R-3b) is 22.2 eV. As can be seen in Figure 4, the jump in
relative concentration of electronically excited ions produced in a gas discharge source occurs near 20 eV.

Li._.holm and Gustafsson (ref. 13) have also found that O+ ions produced in discharge sources from CO, N20, and CO2
have different properties. In beams from CO 2 the ground state ions seem to be more prevalent than the metastable O+ (2D, 2p)
states. Beams from CO and N20 as well as 02 appear to maintain the metastable (2D, 2p) states as equally important. The
importance of the electronic states of the ions becomes evident when cross sections for the ions neutralization to form O atoms
is investigated.

Incorporation of the HARJ into an Ion Engine

Although the HARJ produces a relatively large degree of ionization by itself, nearly 60% of the oxygen molecules will
escape the HARJ discharge chamber and ring jet flow field un-ionized. For this reason and to allow for acceleration of the ions

produced, the HARJ has been incorporated into an ion engine assembly shown in Figure 2. Beyond the exit of the HARJ dis-
charge chamber, the partially ionized plasma forms an inertially tethered gas cloud (due to the ring jet configuration) whose
charged particles are partially contained in a secondary discharge volume. In this second discharge, an external electric and
magnetic field increases the number of collisions creating a higher degree of ionization and a higher fraction of dissociated
molecules.

The positive potential supplied to the secondary discharge volume's anode accelerates the electrons to energies capable of
ionizing and dissociating the molecular oxygen. The magnetic field is set up by permanent magnets radially positioned around
the anode. The magnetic field strength was designed such that the electrons emerging from the HARJ would acquire a radius of
gyration

mVo .L

rg - qB (I)
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(where m is the particle mass, vo ± is the velocity perpendicular to B, and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field) on the
order of the secondary discharge volume radius. This increases the electrons path length to a few mean free paths within the

secondary volume allowing more time for collisions with gas particles. The ions produced in the ion engine are then extracted

from the secondary discharge volume through the use of electrostatic grids forming an energetic ion beam. This beam must

then be energy selected and neutralized to be of use for degradation studies.

Ion Charge Exchange Process

Because of the near resonant charge exchange situation (implying a large charge exchange cross section) and the beneficial

16:1 mass ratio, (implying a small scattering angle) atomic hydrogen is a very attractive charge exchange target gas. However,

it is difficult to produce and maintain pure hydrogen atom gas clouds. Cross sections for oxygen ion charge exchange in molec-

ular hydrogen have also been investigated. This process may indeed have two branches due to the added modes introduced by

the hydrogen molecule. These branches are

O + + H2 -, O + H2+ (Charge Exchange) (R-S)
and

O+ + H2 --¢ OI-I+ + H (R-9)

where the energy defect for (R-8) for ground state ions and molecules is AE = 1.81 eV. Obviously if the process expressed by
(R-9) dominates the flow field chemistry, molecular hydrogen must be excluded as a viable charge exchange gas.

Previous studies (reL 14,15) have concluded that (R-9) is the major branch for oxygen ions with incident energy near ther-

mal energies (-0.01 eV). The rate constant found in reference 9 for reaction (R-9) obtained from a gas discharge on CO 2 (i.e.
mostly ground state O+ ions produced) was 1.58 x 10 -9 cm3/sec which is in rea._nable agreement with the other studies at ther-

mal energies. Kim, et al. (ref. 15) found evidence that the rate constant for reaction (R-9) is decidedly less for gas discharges on

02 than it is for CO2 discharge. This was found to be caused by the relatively high percentage of metastable ions (2D, 2p) pro.

duced by gas discharge sources operating on pure molecular oxygen (ref. 11). Therefore, the electronically excited O + (2D, 2p)

ions have a significantly smaller reaction rate constant then ground state (4S) ions at thermal energies. As mentioned earlier,

the HAILI is expected to produce anywhere from 20 - 40% of metastable oxygen ions. This fact coupled with incident ion ener-

gies, which are an order of magnitude or two larger than thermal energies (and enough to overcome the energy defect of 1.81

eV), indicates that the reaction branch (R-9) will probably be negligible.

The charge exchange reaction (R-8) can be further described by

O + (4S) + H 2 (X'_g +, v"--0) ---) O (3p) + H2+ (X2Eg+ v') (R-8a)

O+ (2D) + H2 (X'_,g +, v"=0) --* O (3p) + H2+ (X2y_s+ ' v') (R-8b)

O + (2D) + H2 (X'_V_.I+, v'=0) --_ O (ID) + H2+ (X2,V.I+, v') (R-8¢)

The energy defect for reacdon (R-8a) is 1.81 eV which is sufficiently large that the probability of charge Iransfer is small.
Reaction (R-8b) only has an energy defect of about 0.1 eV when the product ion vibrational level v' is 6 or 7. For v'=0 in reac-

tion (R-Sc), the energy defect is 0.46 eV. Due to the low AE for (R-3b) and (R-3c), the cross sections for these reactions are

expected to be large. The charge exchange cross-sections for reaction (R-Sa) have been experimentally determined by a vari-

ety of sources. Figure 4 (ref. 12,13) shows the relative cross sections for the reactions (R-Sb,c) as a function of the incident ion

kinetic energy for metastable ions formed in the discharge. As Figure 3 shows, the amount of metastables produced is depen-

dent on the electron energy. Above about 25 - 30 eV, the relative concentration of metastable ions is around 30%. Figure 4

shows that the cross section for charge exchange is larger for the metastable ion reactions than that of the ground state. This is

consistent with the statements made earlier in the section. The ratio of the charge exchange cross sections for atomic and

molecular hydrogen, up to large ion energies, ranges from about 1 to 2 indicating that not much is lost using molecular hydro-

gen as the charge exchange gas. Cross sections for various ion/molecule charge exchange and scaUering collisions are shown
in Table 1.

The creation of fast neutral species, for the case of fast ions impinging on a cloud of charge exchange gas is given by (ref. 4)

d(nof) = (nil Qoe- nor Qion- nor Qtc) dOn) (2)

where not is the number density of the fast neutrals produced, nil is the number density of the fast incoming ions, In is the col-
umn depth of charge exchange gas, and Qee, Qi,m, and Qsc are the charge exchange, ionization, and scattering cross sections.
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It is assumed that nof=o when In=0, and that a near-resonant process is taking place, i.e. Qim,_ Q_. The solution to (2), using
the results in Table 1 for O+/H2 charge exchange, gives the maximum degree of nenlralization as nearly 45% which occurs for

a column depth of charge exchange gas of 1.44 x 1015 cm 2. This assumes that two scattering collisions are allowed for the

entire process. This column depth must be maintained within the central region of the GAITCE in order to produce a high nen-

trai atom yield

Geometrically Augmented Inertially Tethered Charge Exchanger (GAITCE)

The ions which pass through the Wien filter undergo a charge exchange process via collisions with a charge exchange gas

within the confines of the geometrically augmented inertially tethered charge exchanger (GAITCE) producing a neutral atomic

beam. The GAITCE configuration is shown in Figure 5. In a typical experiment, reducing the mass flow of charge exchange
gas into the vacuum system is always of interesL The charge exchange gas is introduced to the GAITCE geometry by opposed

jets, with the jet flows acting as collisional barriers to the escape of relatively dense gas trapped in the central region. The

GAITCE is differentially pumped to remove the gas which has passed through the perforated pumping screen and no longer
available for charge exchange. Skimmers are added in the flow feld to further aid in the containment process. This design

allows for a column depth of charge exchange gas adequate for a high degree of nenlralization while minimizing the mass flow

to the high vacuum portion of the atomic beam pumping system.

The opposed containment jets of the GAn'CE are basically free jets expanding into a relatively low-density (compared to

the jet stagnation density) background gas. The density of the free jet flowfield decreases as the inverse square of the distance

R from the source as measured along a streamline. The density varies from streamline to streamline by (ref. 16)

p(R,o) _ _,_) (3)

where R is the distance from the source measured along a streamline, e is the angle of the streamline measured from the

source center line, and _ is a constant based on the gas used (t = 1.365 for ¥ = 1.67 and ! .662 for y = 1.40). A simple phys-

ical model for free jet penetration into a background gas has been developed by Muntz, et aL (ref. 17). The background gas

density is reduced from its equilibrium value far from the containment jet by collisions with jet species.

An important dimension in this formulation is the distance from the jet at which the t_Jq_ound density has been re_uced by

1/e of its value far away from the jet. This distance is known as the radius of peneaation, rp. As a function of 0 from the jet
centerline, rp is given by (ref. 17)

rp (0) = _ _ot , (4)

where

VrM = vj.+C B , Y.I- = ; CB = _ xrnB ' OJB = 2

Here, v,. is the jet limit velocity, C B is the mean thermal speed of the background gas, o_j is the combined collision diame-

ters, njo is the jet stagnation number density, D Ois the jet orifice diameter, and cj(7) is a constant (cj(¥) = 0.15 for _, = 1.67

and 0.0863 for y = 1.40), mj and m s are the mass of the jet and background gases, and Tj and TB are their temperatures,
respectively.

The radius of penetration can be nondimensionalized by D O to give Rp---rp / D o. For conditions where Rp < 1, the back-
ground gas begins to penewate the jet flowfield up to the jet itself. For the application of background gas containment by

opposed jets, which is of interest here, it is important to keep Rt, • 1 or rp • D o. As can be seen from equation (4), rp(0 ) goes
to zero as 0 approaches 90". Thus, the background gas can penetrate and in fact escape the central region of the GAITCE
through the skimmer openings of the charge exchanger at these large angles causing "leaks" to the high vacuum portion of the

system. To counter this adverse effect, the containment jets were positioned on traverses so that the angle 0 to the edge of the

skimmer openings of the charge exchanger could be varied.

There are two competing factors which determine the most efficient jet placement along the GAITCE centerline (zMir_-

tion). The first is the amount of the jet mass flow, _/i,,, which is rejected by the skimmer, thus not entering the central region

of the GAITCE. As z increases and thus 0 ( 0 = atan (l¢ot,.,,i,,e/z) ) decreases, the jet flow which does not enter the skim-
mer, _.,, increases as equation (3) suggests. ;/., is lost to the chamber pumping system. This factor is counteracted by the
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effect of the radius of penetration. As z increases, the effective radius of peneU'ationin the direction of the edge of the skimmer

opening, rp,edge,increases .asequation (4) shows. A .largerrp,e_,e implies more containment of the background gas in the cen-
tralregmn of the GA/TCE is expected. Because the jet stagnaUon number density is a governing parameter of rp,larger values
of Mj, t are also expected to contain more efficiently.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The atomic beam facility is cryogenically pumped using gaseous (24-26 K) helium and is capable of maintaining pressures
of about I x 10-5Torr when the mass flow from all sources is 20 mg/sec. This vacuum facility is backed by two large diffusion

pumps (8500 Vsec) and a 1000 l/s turbopump to remove any incondensibles. The facility is fitted with a variety of instrumen-
tation and diagnostic tools including a quadrupole mass spectrometer, an electron beam, a baratron with scanning valve capa-
ble of reading multiple pressure ports, and a traversing system capable of moving the entire length of the chamber.

The first step in acquiring experimental data was to investigate the discharge characteristics of the ion engine. An electro-
static energy analyzer (EEA) was used to obtain the ion energy distributions and fluxes as a function of the ion engine parame-
ters (Pdc, Idc, I,d, and Vgcc). The EEA probe is shown in Figure 6. It is similar in design to the one used by Lipsctudtz, et al.
(ref. 18) in that it has a three grid assembly preceding the collection cup. The first grid, GI, is used to repel unwanted species,
namely electrons. For this study it is kept at the same potential as the ion engine accelerating grid (V_.) so that the incident
ions are not accelerated in the probe. The bias V2 to the second grid, G2, is varied to limit the collection of positive ions to
those with a velocity greater than

where q is the elemental charge, Vp is the local plasma potential, and mi is the ion mass. The last grid. G3, is normally biased
to suppress secondary electron emission from the collecting cup. However, laevions work using the EEA have shown little
evidence of a secondary emission. Therefore, the potential on grid 3 and the collecting cup are normally held at V,_c so that no
ion acceleration takes place within the probe. The EEA ion current measurements are used to estimate the total ion flux from
the engine.

Next, the GAITCE was investigated as a stand alone component. The general experimental set up for the charge exchanger
is shown in Figure 5 with one exception. In the experimental configuration, the back opening of the GAITCE was blocked off
(GAITCE length = 50.2 cm) with the reflection of molecules off the back wall modeling the presence of an opposing jet. The
differential pumping of the central region is done through a perforated cylinder to evenly distribute the pumping throughout.

Two pumping ports on the side of the GArrcE are open to the chamber in this experiment because of the availability of a large
cryopump. However as a component in an atomic beam system, the charge exchanger will be differentially pumped by a high
throughput turbopump. Typically the open area of the w_orated cylinder is half of the combined pumping port area. Although
charge exchange with molecular hydrogen is desired, molecular nitrogen is used as a model gas in this experiment due to cry-
opumping restrictions

The containment jet is mounted on a traverse which allows movement in the z-direction on the GAITCE centerline. A skim-
mer of half-angle 30" is attached to the front of the GAITCE to aid in containing the background gas. The skimmer was made
from available materials; thus, the half-angle was not considered in the initial design. For future work, there may be an advan-

tage to matching the skimmer angle to the angle born the jet (at some position, z) to the edge of the front opening. The con-
tainment jet diameter, Do, is 0.246 cm, and the diameter of the front opening of the GAITCE is nearly 7.0 cm. Note that the jet
diameter is only a few percent of the skimmer opening diameter;, thus, the blockage of ions, caused by the presence of the jet,
into the GAITCE is negligible. Pressure inside the central region and outside the pumping cylinder are recorded using an MKS
baratron with a scanning valve. An impact pressure probe provided pressure readings outside the skimmer opening of the
GAITCE. Generally, the probe was one skimmer opening radius downstream (+z-direction) of the opening from the charge
exchanger and able to traverse in the +x-direction, giving pressure profiles across the skimmer opening.

RESULTS

Ion Engine

Figure 7 shows the HARJ discharge chamber voltage versus current characte_tic curve (no secondary discharge). As the
voltage is increased, the current across the discharge chamber increases steadily and in a well-behaved manner. The locus of
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points of the characteristic curve shift to the right as the HARJ discharge chamber pressure increases. The Iransition fi'om a
high voltage, low current glow discharge to the low voltage, high current arc discharge was not seen in the pressure and voltage
ranges used in this experiment. /filer an initial wmm up period of a few minutes, the HARJ discharge current remained rela-
tively constant over a period of several hours. The source has run consistently for over 100 hours without any servicing.

Figure8showsatypicalEEA current(Ipmbe)versusthepotentialon thesecondgrid,V2,forp_= I00 pm Fig,Idc=50mA,
lid--I00 mA, and Vjcc--0 V, The EEA was positionedone secondarydischargeradiusdownstreamoftheacceleratinggrid,

NotwnalizedenergydistributionsalsoshowninFig;re12arederivedfrom

d (It,oh ,)
E(Vz) =[ dr2 ]/E__.. (6)

The energy distribution has a defined peak at 20 eV with a full-width half maximum of about 8 eV. By increasing I,a by a fac-
tor of two, the total ion current from the ion engine increases by a factor of 2.2.5 and increases by more than a factor of 4 by tri-

pling lid. The ion flux of positive ions per unit area per second is then easily calculated by dividin_ the probe current by the
factor (e Ap) where e is the elemental charge and A,, is the area of the probe collection cup (3.14 cm'). Ion fluxes obtained at
these experimental conditions range from 0.66 to 2._ x l0 ]2 cm "2sec "!. The total ion flux per second over the entire discharge
volume ranges from 0.29 to 1.2 x l015 sec "l.

The ion current measurements can be significandy modified by shielding the teflon exterior of the EEA to reduce repulsion
due to space charging. Also the assumption made above was that the EEA was completely accessible to incident ions; how-
ever, each of the three grids is only about 50% transparent. Without careful alignment of the grid mesh, blockage of the cup
may be on the order of 75-85%. This suggests that the flux estimates made earlier may be a factor of 2-4 too low.

Charge Exchanger

The GAITCE performance is measured by the observed gain in background gas containment using the containment jet con-
figuration over a configuration with the same central region pressure where the gas is able to diffuse freely from the neutral-
izer's interface with the high vacuum, The gain is given by

Al,a/l
; ;_,_,¢ = n,e"_-_-Ao (7)Gain (k_j, t,Z) = _,*c + Mine

where Mail/ is the massflow diffusingout the skimmeropeningassumingno containment jet is used, M.. c is the massflow
escapingout the skimmer opening with the jet operating, as interpolatedfrom an impact pressureprobe measurement,
M.c + k/n. represents the load on the vacuumsystem,mB is the backgroundgas molecule mass,ncr is the backgroundgas
numberdensityin the GAITCE cenwal region, andAo is the skimmeropeningarea. Mai# is essentiallyconstantover a rea-
sonablerangeof the jet's position.

Figure 9 shows the gain as a function of z and _/j. for a nitrogen (¥=1.40) gas flow. As expected the gain increases for a

given mass flow by increasing z a moderate amount (-0.6 cm). Also plotted is rp_dse nondimensionalized by the distance from
the jet to the skimmer edge dedge. At small values of z, the effect of increasing rp,edge dominates the gain equation. However
as z increases, M., takes over as the major loss to the chamber pumping system.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 9 suggests that reductions of the leak rate fi'om the GAITCE to the high vacuum portion of the beam system can
approach a factor of 10 for moderate k/j. t . This is a tremendous benefit to systems which require low chamber background
pressures to maintain beam collimation and physical properties such as internal states and neutral atomic species. As antici-

pated the gain increases as rp,edseand _j.t increase. Increases in gli. act to increase r across the entire skimmer opening
.... P

thus mcreasmg the relauve background gas containment. The GArrcE makes an attractive charge exchanger for atomic oxy-
gen ions with molecular hydrogen.

Previous studies (ref. 19) have indicated that the ion beam lXoduced by the ion engine under consideration here has nearly a
1:1 ratio of molecular ions to atomic ions. Therefore, if the molecular ions are removed from the beam, this implies that
approximately half of the ion flux produced by the ion engine will be removed from the flow field. If the ion energy distribu-
tion of the 0 + ions is narrowed to +1 eV in the Wien filter, the ion flux is expected to be reduced by about an order of magni-
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tude. The maximum poss_le conversion of the remaining ions to fast neutrals using molecule hydrogen as a chm'ge exchange
gas is only about 45_, further reducing the atomic beam flux. In _ to _hieve a fast neutral flux on the _ of 1015 sec q

an initial flux of ions of 5x1016 sec "I must be produced by the ion engine taking these reductions into consideration. This is

about an order of magnitude higher than the ion flux measured for the ion engine _tly in the atomic beam facility. Signif-

icant improvements in the flux (up to lOx) can be expected from the next genea'ation of ion engines by designing a larg_
plasma source and by running the source at higher discharge currents.
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Table 1. Charge Exchange and Scattering Cross Sections for Collisions Parmers at 10 eV

Charge Exchange Qce Qsc enmx

Partners (x 10"16cm2) (x 10-16cm 2) (degrees)

O+ in 02 5.0 8.0 >90

O+ in O 35 5.0 90

O÷ in H 16 3.0 3.5

O+ in H2 9.0 6.9 7.5

o2+ino2 3o 90

N2+ inN2 35 12 90
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